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1TECHNICAL PUBLICATION
AN EsTIMATE of NoRTH ATlANTIC BAsIN TRoPICAl CYCloNE  
ACTIVITY foR 2008
1.  INTRoDUCTIoN
A tropcal cyclone s a non-frontal synoptc low-pressure system that forms over the warm 
tropcal or subtropcal waters (at least 27 °C, or 80 °F) and has organzed convecton and cyclonc 
surface wnd crculaton.1,2 When the tropcal cyclone has sustaned wnds of ≥34 kt (39 mph), t s 
referred to as a ‘tropcal storm.’ When ts sustaned wnds attan 64 kt (74 mph), t s referred to as a 
‘hurrcane’ (or ‘typhoon’ n the Northwest Pacfic Ocean or ‘severe’ tropcal cyclone n the Southwest 
Pacfic Ocean and Southeast Indan Ocean), becomng a ‘major,’ or ‘ntense,’ hurrcane when ts sus-
taned wnds reach 96 kt (111 mph). In terms of hurrcane categores, a tropcal cyclone s consdered 
a major hurrcane when t s category 3 or hgher (the scale runs category 1–5). Based on past North 
Atlantc basn tropcal cyclone actvty (where the North Atlantc basn ncludes the North Atlantc 
Ocean, the Gulf of Mexco and the Carbbean Sea), a typcal hurrcane season extends 6 mo, from 
June 1 through November 30 n any gven year (wth the bulk of actvty occurrng n August– Octo-
ber), although occasonally tropcal cyclones have been seen at other tmes outsde ths nterval (n 
all months except March).3 
Every year, varous groups forecast the expected frequency of tropcal cyclones for that par-
tcular season, ncludng the expected number of storms, the expected number of hurrcanes, and 
the expected number of ntense hurrcanes formng n the North Atlantc basn. For example, the 
Colorado State Unversty (CSU) team4 has predcted that the 2008 season should see 15 tropcal 
cyclones formng n the North Atlantc basn, 8 becomng hurrcanes and 4 becomng major hur-
rcanes, whereas the offical Natonal Oceanc and Atmospherc Admnstraton (NOAA) outlook5 
calls for 12–16 tropcal cyclones formng n the North Atlantc basn, 6 – 9 becomng hurrcanes and 
2 – 5 becomng major hurrcanes, and the Tropcal Storm Rsk (Unted Kngdom) team6 predcts 
14.8 ± 4.1 tropcal cyclones, ncludng 7.8 ± 2.7 hurrcanes and 3.5 ± 1.8 major hurrcanes for the 2008 
season.
The purpose of ths NASA Techncal Publcaton (TP) s to reexamne the clmatology assoc-
ated wth North Atlantc basn tropcal cyclones, updatng prevous work3,7–13 and offerng a predc-
ton of tropcal cyclone actvty for the current 2008 hurrcane season.
22.  REsUlTs
Fgure 1 dsplays the number of North Atlantc basn tropcal cyclones (NTC), the num-
ber of hurrcanes (NH), the number of major hurrcanes (NMH), the number of category 4 and 5 
major hurrcanes (N4/5) and the number of U.S. land-fallng hurrcanes (NUSLFH) that have been 
reported for the nterval 1945–2007, shown as the thn, jagged lnes. The thcker, smoother lnes 
are the 10-yr movng averages, and the horzontal lnes are the medan values. Also shown are the 
means and standard devatons (sd) for each group and the occurrences of El Nño (EN, the filled 
trangles) and La Nña (LN, the unfilled trangles) events based on the Oceanc Nño Index (ONI),14 
determned usng the extended reconstructed sea surface temperature (verson 2) database (ERSST.
v2). The post-1945 North Atlantc basn data set of tropcal cyclone actvty s consdered the most 
relable, owng to routne use of arcraft reconnassance and contnuous satellte vewng (from the 
1960s).15,16
For the nterval of 1945 – 2007 (spannng some 63 yr), there have been, on average, about 
11 tropcal cyclones formng n the North Atlantc basn each year, of whch about 6 become hur-
rcanes, 2 – 3 become major hurrcanes (1 – 2 becomng category 4 or 5 durng ther development), 
and about 1– 2 become hurrcanes strkng the U.S. coastlne (most often along the Florda coast).3 
It should be  noted that the dentfied medan values are the prncpal modal values, as well. Based on 
ts 10-yr movng average, NTC has remaned rather flat for most of the nterval, at least for the subn-
terval of 1950 – 1990. Begnnng n 1990, however, a substantal ncrease has been underway (perhaps 
peakng n the early 2000s), owng to the sharp ncrease n 1995 and thereafter. Pror to 1995, annual 
frequences of NTC ranged typcally between about 6 and 12 per year, wth the largest frequency of 
occurrence n 1969 (18 tropcal cyclones). From 1995, the rate has surpassed the medan n 11 of the 
past 13 years, rangng between 8 and 28 (the nfamous 2005 season) tropcal cyclones per year.
For the other parameters (NH, NMH, N4/5, and NUSLFH), ther 10-yr movng averages 
suggest a decreasng trend from the 1950s and an ncreasng trend from the 1990s, perhaps ndcatng 
a dvson of the decadal tme nterval nto a smple b-modal state: more actve n the 1950s, 1960s, 
and the 1990s on, and less actve durng the 1970s and 1980s (ths beng especally true for NMH). 
Whle the current 10-yr movng averages of NTC, NH, and N4/5 are hgher than ever seen n the 
record, those of NMH and NUSLFH reman slghtly below the peaks of the 1950s. Should the 
upward trends contnue, then clearly one should expect hgher-than-average frequences durng the 
comng years, especally f  the trends are related to global warmng.3,17–52
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Fgure 1.  Varaton of (a) NTC, (b) NH, (c) NMH, (d) N4/5, and (e) NUSLFH for the nterval
 1945–2007. Shown are the yearly counts (thn, jagged lnes), 10-yr movng averages 
 (thck, smoothed lnes), medan values (horzontal lnes), means and standard deva-
 tons, and the occurrences of EN (filled trangles) and LN (unfilled trangles) events.
4Fgure 2 shows the peak wnd speed (PWS, n kt), the average peak wnd speed per storm 
(<PWS>, n kt), the lowest pressure (LP, n mb) and the average lowest pressure per storm (<LP>, n 
mb) for the nterval 1945 – 2007. As n figure 1, shown are the yearly values (the thn, jagged lnes), the 
10-yr movng averages (the thcker, smoother lnes), the medans (the horzontal lnes), the means and 
standard devatons, and the occurrences of EN and LN. For the nterval of 1945 – 2007, PWS has 
averaged about 127 kt, rangng typcally between 100 and 150 kt, wth the lowest PWS occurrng n 
1968 (75 kt) and the hghest n 1969 and 1980 (165 kt, assocated wth Camlle and Allen, respectvely). 
Other notable years of PWS n excess of 150 kt nclude 1950 (160 kt, Dog), 1988 (160 kt, Glbert), 
1998 (155 kt, Mtch), and 2005 (155 kt, Rta, and 160 kt, Wlma; Katrna attaned a PWS of 150 kt). 
Whle the overall trend (10-yr movng average) slowly decreased from the 1950s through the 1980s, t 
now appears to be trendng upward, attanng values remnscent of the 1950s. In fact, the last 10-yr 
movng average value (134.5 kt) s almost equal to the peak that was seen n 1954 (135 kt). 
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Fgure 2.  Varaton of (a) PWS, (b) <PWS>, (c) LP, and (d) <LP> for the nterval 1945–2007. 
 Shown are the yearly values (thn, jagged lnes), 10-yr movng averages (thck, 
 smoothed lnes), medan values (horzontal lnes), means and standard devatons, 
 and the occurrences of EN (filled trangles) and LN (unfilled trangles) events.
5Concernng <PWS>, a definte decrease occurred between the 1950s and the 1980s, wth a 
slow rse begnnng n the 1990s. Whle the trend s upward, current values pale n comparson to that 
found for the 1950s (74.5 kt n 2002 as compared to 83.4 kt n 1954).
For LP, the trend s relatvely flat untl about the 1990s. The value n 2002 measured 923.5 mb, 
beng about 1.5% lower than the long-term average. Tropcal cyclones havng LPs < 900 mb nclude 
Allen (1980, 899 mb), Glbert (1988, 888 mb), Rta (2005, 897 mb), and Wlma (2005, 882 mb). By 
comparson, Andrew n 1992 had LP = 922 mb and Katrna n 2005 had LP = 902 mb. Other note-
worthy storms nclude Janet n 1955 (914 mb), Hatte n 1961 (920 mb), Beulah n 1967 (923 mb), 
Camlle n 1969 (905 mb), Davd n 1979 (924 mb), Glora n 1985 (920 mb), Hugo n 1989 (918 mb), 
Opal n 1995 (919 mb), Mtch n 1998 (905 mb), Floyd n 1999 (921 mb), Isabel n 2003 (915 mb) 
and Ivan n 2004 (910 mb). Of the 18 storms dentfied here, 13 have occurred snce 1980, suggestng, 
perhaps, that an ntensficaton of tropcal cyclones s presently underway.
For <LP>, the overall trend s qute flat, although there was a slght ncrease (weakenng) to 
values above the long-term average n the 1970s and 1980s and a slght decrease (strengthenng) to 
values below the long-term average snce the 1990s. In all farness, however, t must be ponted out 
that the record of LPs n the 1940s and early 1950s s ncomplete. Table 1 provdes a detaled account 
of the yearly values plotted n figures 1 and 2. (The reader should remember that pressure and wnd 
speed are nversely related, meanng that lower pressures are assocated wth faster wnd speeds and 
vce versa.)
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9El Nño condtons are known to affect the frequency of occurrence of tropcal 
cyclones.3,8–10,13,53–55 In partcular, there usually s a reducton n the number of tropcal cyclones 
formng n the North Atlantc basn when EN condtons preval. Table 2 gves the start, peak, and 
end dates, duraton (n months), event type (EN or LN), event strength (weak, moderate, or strong), 
peak ONI value (determned usng the ERSST.v2 data set) and comments for specfic events for those 
events occurrng durng the nterval of 1950 – 2007. Ths lstng of events s based on the ONI run-
nng 3-mo mean sea surface temperature (SST) anomaly for the Nño 3.4 regon (located 5°N–5°S, 
120°–170°W), whch has become the de-facto standard that NOAA uses for dentfyng warm (EN) 
and cold (LN) events. In partcular, events are determned when 5 or more months contnuously have 
ONI values ether 0.5 °C at or above SST anomaly (EN) or 0.5 °C at or below SST anomaly (LN). 
Weak events have ONI values between 0.5 and 0.9 °C SST anomaly for warm events and – 0.5 and 
– 0.9 °C SST anomaly for cold events; moderate events have ONI values between 1.0 and 1.4 °C SST 
anomaly for warm events and between –1.0 and –1.4 °C SST anomaly for cold events. Strong events 
have ONI values ≥1.5 °C SST anomaly for warm events and ≤ –1.5 °C for cold events. In total, some 
29 events are gven, ncludng 16 EN and 13 LN (however, the first and last events are ncomplete, so 
complete knowledge s nferred for only 27 events), and these 29 events span 35 of the 58 yr between 
1950 and 2007. The 23 non-extreme years are El Nño Southern Oscllaton (ENSO)-neutral years, 
wth ONI values nether warmer nor colder than ther respectve 5 °C thresholds. In the table, the 
first event s not completely dscerned; hence, the letter B ndcates that the event started before Janu-
ary 1950. Also, the peak date may have occurred before January 1950. Lkewse, the last event s not 
completely dscerned; hence, the letter A ndcates that the event wll end after January 2008 and ts 
peak may be colder than ndcated. Also, t should be noted that ths event lstng s much rcher than 
the one used n Wlson (2007).3 In t, extreme events were determned from the combned effects of 
both atmospherc and oceanc sgnals, usng the ENSO Index developed by Catherne Smth and 
Prashant Sardeshmukh (avalable at <http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/people/cathy.smth/best/>).56 Con-
sequently, only 8 EN and 5 LN years were ascertaned.
Table 3 gves the means, standard devatons, and ranges for each of the parameters (NTC, 
NH, NMH, N4/5, NUSLFH, PWS, <PWS>, LP, and <LP>) for all three ENSO condtons: EN, 
LN, and neutral. Clearly, when EN condtons preval, the frequency of tropcal cyclones s typcally 
depressed below long-term averages.  Also, when LN condtons preval, a slght enhancement above 
the long-term averages s apparent. On average, there appear to be about three addtonal storms 
formng durng a typcal LN season, as compared to a typcal EN season, and the dfference s stats-
tcally mportant at the 5% level of sgnficance (confidence level, cl > 95%). A statstcally sgnficant 
dfference n the means of the two groups s also true for NH, NMH, N4/5, <PWS>, and <LP>, 
but not true for NUSLFH, PWS, or LP. Hence, whle the numbers of storms mght be depressed 
durng an EN season and the <PWS> and <LP> mght be ndcatve of weaker storms, the number 
strkng the U.S. and the storm wth hghest PWS and lowest pressure are statstcally no dfferent 
from when neutral or LN condtons preval. A case n pont s 1969, when EN condtons prevaled 
both before the hurrcane season and durng the latter half  of the hurrcane season. (It should be 
noted that n tables 1 and 2, a year s denoted EN or LN when at least 3 consecutve months occur 
durng the nterval June – November that are ndcatve of EN or LN, respectvely, based on the ONI 
descrptor. As an example, ONI spanned – 0.1 to –1.2 durng the June – November 2007 hurrcane 
season, beng – 0.8, –1.1, and –1.2 durng the 3-mo span of September–November 2007, ndcatve 
of LN condtons of moderate strength, so noted as LN(M) n table 1. Also, the actual strength of 
the LN event at the end of 2007 s denoted strong, based on the ONI value of –1.5 n January 2008, 
and s so noted n table 2.)
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Table 2.  Occurrence dates for EN and LN events based on the ONI for 1950 – 2007.
Start Peak End
Duration 
(mo) Type Strength
Peak ONI 
Value Comment
B01-1950
08-1951
04-1954
04-1957
09-1961
07-1963
04-1964
06-1965
10-1967
11-1968
07-1970
05-1972
05-1973
09-1976
09-1977
05-1982
09-1983
10-1984
08-1986
05-1988
05-1991
04-1994
09-1995
05-1997
07-1998
05-2002
07-2004
09-2006
09-2007
01-1950?
10/11-1951
11-1955
01-1958
09/10-1961
11/12-1963
10/11-1964
11-1965
02-1968
01/02-1969
01/02-1971
12-1972
11-1973
11/12-1976
11/12-1977
12-1982/01-1983
11-1983
12-1984
08/09-1987
11/12-1988
01-1992
12-1994
12-1995/01-1996
11/12-1997
01-1999$
11-2002
09/10/11-2004
11/12-2006
01-2008?
03-1951
12-1951
01-1957
06-1958
04-1962
01-1964
02-1965
04-1966
04-1968
01-1970
01-1972
03-1973
05-1976
02-1977
01-1978
06-1983
01-1984
06-1985
02-1988
05-1989
06-1992
03-1995
03-1996
04-1998
02-2001
03-2003
02-2005
01-2007
A01-2008
15+
5
34
15
8
7
11
11
7
15*
19
11
36#
6
5
14
5
9
19
13
14
12
7
12
32$
11
8
5
5+
LN
EN
LN
EN
LN
EN
LN
EN
LN
EN
LN
EN
LN
EN
EN
EN
LN
LN
EN
LN
EN
EN
LN
EN
LN
EN
EN
EN
LN
Strong
Weak
Strong
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Moderate
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Weak
Weak
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Strong
Strong
Strong
Moderate
Weak
Strong
Strong
Strong
Weak
Moderate
Strong
–1.8
0.7
–2.1
1.6
–0.6
1.0
–1.1
1.6
–0.9
1.0
–1.4
2.1
–1.9
0.8
0.8
2.3
–0.9
–1.1
1.6
–1.9
1.8
1.3
–0.8
2.5
–1.6
1.5
0.9
1.1
–1.5?
 
 
Secondary local peak of –1.1 in 10/11-1954
 
 
 
 
 
 
Secondary local peak of 0.7 in 10/11-1969
 
 
Secondary local peak of –1.8 in 12-1975
 
 
 
 
 
Secondary local peak of 1.3 in 01-1987
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Note: ONI values based on ERSST.v2 SST anomalies in the Niño 3.4 region
 * ONI dipped below 0.5 threshold to 0.4 for 3 months (06-1969 – 08-1969)
 # ONI dipped below 0.5 threshold to –0.4 for 1 month (08-1974)
 $ ONI dipped below 0.5 threshold to –0.3 for 3 months (07-2000 – 09-2000); Attained same peak value (–1.6) in 12-1999 and 01-2000
 B Before
 A After
 ? Questionable
Table 3.  Statstcs of North Atlantc basn tropcal cyclones based on ONI condtons (1950 – 2007).
Statistic
EN–Related Seasons(17) LN–Related Seasons(18) Neutral Seasons(23)
NTC NH NMH N4/5 NUSLFH NTC NH NMH N4/5 NUSLFH NTC NH NMH N4/5 NUSLFH
mean
sd
range
9.0
3.4
6–18
5.0
2.6
2–12
1.9
1.8
0–6
0.9
1.1
0–4
1.2
1.4
0–6
11.6
3.3
4–19
6.8
2.4
3–11
3.2
1.9
1–8
1.9
1.5
0–5
1.8
1.2
0–4
11.3
4.6
5–28
6.7
2.5
3–15
2.6
1.7
0–7
1.2
0.8
0–5
1.7
1.7
0–6
Statistic
EN–Related Seasons(17) LN–Related Seasons(18) Neutral Seasons(23)
PWS <PWS> LP <LP> PWS <PWS> LP <LP> PWS <PWS> LP <LP>
mean
sd
range
120.9
21.7
90–165
71.5
8.8
56–89
944.3
19.4
905–980
983.1
6.0
971–992
132.5
19.2
100–160
78.7
10.5
65–100
931.0
20.8
888–963
976.2
11.0
951–990
128.0
20.9
75–165
75.1
8.1
61–93
932.7
19.4
882–966
978.9
6.2
967–989
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As prevously mentoned, values have been substantally hgher (stronger) snce 1995. Table 4 
compares means, standard devatons, and ranges for each of the parameters, comparng post-1995 
values aganst pre-1995 values. Planly, all parameters, except <PWS> and <LP>, show that snce 
1995 the frequency of occurrence and peak strength of North Atlantc basn tropcal cyclones have 
ncreased dramatcally.
Table 4.  Comparson of pre- and post-1995 statstcal values.
Statistic
NTC NH NMH N4/5 NUSLFH PWS <PWS> LP <LP>
Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post
mean 9.6 14.8 5.7 8.0 2.4 3.9 1.2 2.3 1.6 2.1 125.5 133.1 75.2 73.9   941.1 923.2 979.5 978.2
sd 2.8 4.9 2.1 3.2 1.8 1.9 1.0 1.6 1.3 2.0 20.8 17.0 9.2 9.2 19.3 19.9 8.3 7.5
range 4–18 8–28 2–12 3–15 0–8 1–7 0–4 0–5 0–6 0–6 75–
165
105–
160
59–
100
56–
91
888–
980
882–
955
951–
992
965–
991
Table 5 dentfies the recurrence rate (RR) and duraton (D) of EN and LN events snce 1950. 
Of the 29 EN and LN events lsted n table 2, nformaton s sufficent to characterze RR and D for 
26 of the events. The LN event of 1950 could not be used because no start date s gven, and the D 
for the LN event of 2007 s presently unknown (snce the event contnues). Also, the RR for the EN 
event of 2006 s unknown, snce another EN has yet to occur. (The reader should note that the recur-
rence rate s determned from the start of a partcular event to the start of the next same type event, 
dsregardng event strength. As an example, the August 1951 start of an EN was followed by the next 
start of an EN event n Aprl 1957, 68 mo later; thus, the RR s 68 mo. Smlarly the Aprl 1954 start 
of a LN event was followed by the next start of a LN event n September 1961, 89 mo later; thus, ts 
RR s 89 mo.)
Table 6 compares the mean, standard devaton, and range for EN and LN events, accordng to 
event strength and n total. Hence, EN events appear to recur, on average, about every 58 mo (range: 
13 – 124 mo), whle LN events appear to recur, on average, about every 44 mo (range: 12 – 75 mo). 
If  an ongong EN event s of weak strength, then one would expect the next EN (of any strength) 
to occur, on average, about 21 mo later (range: 13 – 34 mo). If  an ongong EN event s of moderate 
strength, then one would expect the next EN (of any strength) to occur, on average, about 40 mo later 
(range: 34 – 43 mo). Last, f  an ongong EN event s of strong strength, then one would expect the 
next EN (of any strength) to occur, on average, about 103 mo later (range: 88 – 124 mo). Smlarly, 
f  an ongong LN event s of weak strength, then one would expect the next LN (of any strength) 
to occur, on average, about 41 mo later (range: 12 – 68 mo). If  an ongong LN event s of moderate 
strength, then one would expect the next LN (of any strength) to occur, on average, about 34 mo later 
(range: 23 – 42 mo). Last, f  an ongong LN event s of strong strength, then one would expect the 
next LN (of any strength) to occur, on average, about 50 mo later (range: 12 – 75 mo).
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Table 5.  Recurrence rates and duratons of extreme events.
LN Events* EN Events**
Start
(Mo-Yr)
RR 
(mo)
D 
(mo) Strength
Start
(Mo-Yr)
RR 
(mo)
D 
(mo) Strength
04-1954
09-1961
04-1964
10-1967
07-1970
05-1973
09-1983
10-1984
05-1988
09-1995
07-1998
09-2007
 
 
 
 
89
31
42
33
34
124
13
43
88
34
110
–
 
 
 
 
34
8
11
7
19
36
5
9
13
7
32
5+
 
 
 
 
S
W
M
W
M
S
W
M
S
W
S
S
 
 
 
 
08-1951
04-1957
07-1963
06-1965
11-1968
05-1972
09-1976
09-1977
05-1982
08-1996
05-1991
04-1994
05-1997
05-2002
07-2004
09-2006
68
75
23
41
42
52
12
56
51
57
35
37
60
26
26
–
5
15
7
11
15
11
6
5
14
19
14
12
12
11
8
5
W
S
M
S
M
S
W
W
S
S
S
M
S
S
W
M
Note:
  * Excludes LN events of 1950 and 2007
 ** Excludes EN event of 2006 (for RR)
 RR Recurrence Rate (in months)
 D Duration (in months)
 W Weak
 M Moderate
 S Strong
Table 6.  Statstcs of recurrence rates and duratons for EN and LN events.
Grouping
RR* 
(mo)
D 
(mo)
mean sd range mean sd range
LN(W)
LN(M)
LN(S)
All LN events
21.0
39.7
102.8
58.3
13.0
4.9
17.4
37.3
13–34
34–43
88–124
13–124
6.8
13.0
28.8
16.5
1.3
5.3
10.6
11.9
5–8
9–19
13–36
5–36 
EN(W)
EN(M)
EN(S)
All EN events
40.5
34.0
49.6
44.1
25.9
9.8
15.4
17.9
12–68
23–42
26–75
12–75
6.0
9.8
13.4
10.6
1.4
4.6
2.8
4.3
5–8
5–15
11–19
5–19
Note:
     *   RR is from the start of the event to the start
         of the next event, regardless of event strength
Concernng the duraton of the extreme events, on average, EN events (dsregardng strength) 
last about 11 mo (range: 5 – 19 mo) and LN events (dsregardng strength) last about 17 mo (range: 
5 – 36 mo). If  the ongong EN s of weak strength, then one would expect ts duraton, on average, to 
be about 6 mo from start to end (range: 5 – 8 mo). If  the ongong EN s of moderate strength, then 
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one would expect ts duraton, on average, to be about 10 mo (range: 5 – 15 mo). Last, f  the ongong 
EN s of strong strength, then one would expect ts duraton, on average, to be about 13 mo (range: 
11 – 19 mo). Smlarly, f  the ongong LN s of weak strength, then one would expect ts duraton, 
on average, to be about 7 mo from start to end (range: 5 – 8 mo). If  the ongong LN s of moderate 
strength, then one would expect ts duraton, on average, to be about 13 mo (range: 9 – 19 mo). Last, 
f  the ongong LN s of strong strength, then one would expect ts duraton, on average, to be about 
29 mo (range: 13 – 36 mo).
Presently, a strong LN contnues that began n September 2007. Snce the LN event s of 
strong strength, one antcpates that ts duraton wll be at least 13 mo (from the shortest observed 
duraton reported for strong LN events snce 1950; see tables 5 and 6). If  true, then LN condtons 
wll preval well nto and possbly through the current 2008 hurrcane season. Thus, predcton of 
the frequences of occurrence and strengths of the tropcal cyclones for the 2008 hurrcane season 
should be based on the statstcs of LN-related seasons. It should be noted, however, that, accordng 
to the May 8, 2008, ENSO Dagnostcs Dscusson, NOAA forecasters57 have reported that LN con-
dtons have weakened consderably snce February, but presently reman ndcatve of a contnung 
weak LN through Aprl. Hence, a transton to ENSO-neutral condtons appears to be underway. 
If  neutral condtons manfest themselves pror to August 2008, then the duraton of the presently 
ongong LN wll be <11 mo, whch s outsde the experental database of strong LN snce 1950 (but 
not outsde the 90% predcton nterval of duraton based on the four known LN(S) events, whch s 
about 29 ± 23 mo), and the season would be best descrbed as ENSO-neutral.
Presumng that LN condtons wll preval durng the 2008 hurrcane season, from table 3 
one finds that, on average, prevous (snce 1950) LN-related seasons have had about 12 tropcal 
cyclones formng n the North Atlantc basn, wth about 7 becomng hurrcanes, 3 becomng major 
hurrcanes, 2 attanng category 4/5 status, and 2 strkng the U.S. coastal areas. The 90% predc-
ton ntervals (correctng for sample sze) for the 2008 hurrcane season for each of the parame-
ters are as follows: NTC90 = 11.6 ± 5.7, NH90 = 6.8 ± 4.2, NMH90 = 3.2 ± 3.3, N4/590 = 1.9 ± 2.6, 
NUSLFH90 = 1.8 ± 2.1, PWS90 = 132.5 ± 33.4 kt, <PWS>90 = 78.7 ± 18.3 kt, LP90 = 932.7 ± 34.3 mb, 
and <LP>90 = 976.2 ± 18.8 mb. Thus, there appears to be only a 5% chance that NTC wll exceed 17 
(unless the current season proves to be a statstcal outler, as was the 2005 season), NH wll exceed 
about 11, NMH wll exceed about 6, N4/5 wll exceed about 5, NUSLFH wll exceed about 4, PWS 
wll exceed about 166 kt, <PWS> wll exceed about 97 kt, LP wll be lower than about 898 mb, 
and <LP> wll be lower than about 957 mb. (Should neutral condtons preval, one would have to 
slghtly adjust the predcton nterval accordngly.)
Another approach s smply to dsregard the ENSO condton and use the post-1995 statst-
cal values (a more actve state). The 90% predcton ntervals (correctng for sample sze) for the 2008 
hurrcane season for each of  the parameters are as follows: NTC90 = 14.8 ± 8.8, NH90 = 8.0 ±5.7, 
NMH90 = 3.7 ± 3.2,  N4/590 = 2.3 ± 2.9,  NUSLFH90 = 2.1 ± 3.6,  PWS90 = 133.1 ± 30.5 kt, 
<PWS>90 = 73.9 ± 16.5 kt, LP90 = 924.5 ± 34.7 mb, and <LP>90 = 977.9 ± 12.9 mb. Thus, presumng 
that the 2008 hurrcane season s statstcally smlar to the post-1995 seasons, there appears to be 
only a 5% chance that NTC wll exceed about 24, NH wll exceed about 14, NMH wll exceed about 
7, N4/5 wll exceed about 5, NUSLFH wll exceed about 6, PWS wll exceed about 164 kt, <PWS> 
wll exceed about 90 kt, LP wll be lower than about 890 mb, and <LP> wll be lower than about 
965 mb.
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In Wlson (2007),3 a method for predctng the expected frequences based on the dstrbu-
ton of the rates of change n the parametrc 10-yr movng averages was descrbed. Fgure 3 dsplays 
the first dfference n the 10-yr movng averages (FD10) of NTC, NH, and NMH for 1950 – 2001. 
By estmatng the change n the parametrc 10-yr movng average value, one effectvely establshes a 
predcton for the current hurrcane season. As descrbed here, the first dfference (FD10) s defined 
as the change n the 10-yr movng average (ma) from one year to the next. As an example, the 10-yr 
movng average for NTC for the year 2001 s 14.7 and the 10-yr movng average for NTC for the 
year 2002 s 14.9, so one can nfer that FD10 equals 0.2 for NTC for the year 2001 (that s, the 10-yr 
movng average value for NTC ncreased by 0.2 unt), and ths s the value plotted n figure 3. To the 
rght n figure 3 are the dstrbutons of the parametrc first dfferences and proportons (P) of the 
52 FD10 values that fall wthn ± 0.1 unt and wthn ± 0.2 unt of the precedng 10-yr movng average 
value. For NTC, 50% of the tme, ts FD10 les wthn ± 0.1 unt, and 69% of the tme, t les wthn 
± 0.2 unt. Hence, one can use these proportons to approxmate the expected frequency of occur-
rence of NTC for the 2008 hurrcane season. 
The 10-yr movng average for NTC for the year 2003 s calculated smply as
 NTC10(2003) = [NTC(1998) + NTC(2008) + 2 (∑NTC() for  = 1999 through 2007)]/20  . (1)
In equaton (1), there are two unknowns: NTC10(2003) and NTC(2008). However, one can 
approxmate NTC10(2003) from the dstrbuton of FD10(NTC), as follows:
 NTC10(2003) = NTC10(2002)± x		, (2)
where NTC10(2002) s known and x s the estmate for the first dfference (usually equal to ± 0.1 or 
± 0.2, havng occurred 50 and 69% of the tme, respectvely). As an example, NTC10(2002) = 14.9. 
Assumng that the FD10(NTC) for 2003 wll be ± 0.1, one determnes NTC(2008) = 8 ± 2, nferrng 
only a 25% chance that NTC(2008) wll exceed 10. On the other hand, assumng that FD10(NTC) 
for 2003 wll be ± 0.2, one determnes NTC(2008) = 8 ± 4, nferrng only about a 15% chance that 
NTC(2008) wll exceed 12. Both predctons presume a normal dstrbuton for FD10(NTC), though 
planly the observed dstrbuton has a notceable rghtward skew (towards hgher first dfference 
values), perhaps ndcatng that a first dfference larger than 0.2 s a dstnct possblty. In fact, rather 
than havng 15% of the values hgher than 0.2, one finds that the observed dstrbuton exceeds 0.2 
about 21% of the tme. It should be noted that the mean FD10 value snce 1990 s about 0.4, and one 
can nfer that f  the first dfference n the 10-yr movng average of NTC for 2003 happens to equal 
0.4, then one finds that NTC (2008) could be as hgh as 16. Only sx tmes n the span of 52 years has 
the FD10(NTC) exceeded 0.4, all occurrences except one takng place snce 1990. 
For NH and NMH, ther FD10 values have P(± 0.1) equal to about 60 and 64%, respectvely, 
and ther FD10 values have P(±0.2) equal to about 73 and 85%, respectvely. Also, the mean FD10 val-
ues snce 1990 for both NH and NMH are about 0.2. Presumng that FD10 for both NH and NMH 
equals 0.2 for 2003, one expects 12 or fewer hurrcanes and 7 or fewer major hurrcanes to form n 
the North Atlantc basn n 2008. Frst dfferences larger than 0.2 have occurred only nne tmes for 
hurrcanes (five tmes snce 1990) and only three tmes for major hurrcanes (all snce 1990).
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Fgure 3.  Varaton of the yearly first dfference of 10-yr movng average values for (a) NTC, 
 (b) NH, and (c) NMH for the nterval 1950 –2001. Also shown are the dstrbuton 
 of first dfference values, the proportons for ±0.1 and ±0.2 first dfference values, 
 and the average first dfference value (and standard devaton) for values snce 1990.
Fgure 4 shows a smlar plot for the first dfferences for N4/5 and NUSLFH. The ± 0.1 and 
± 0.2 proportons for N4/5 are about 75 and 96%, respectvely. For NUSLFH, the proportons are 
about 77 and 90%, respectvely. Snce 1990, the mean FD10 for both N4/5 and NUSLFH s about 0.1. 
Therefore, presumng that FD10 for both N4/5 and NUSLFH equals 0.1 for 2003, one expects two 
or fewer category 4 or 5 storms and five or fewer hurrcanes to strke the U.S. coastlne durng the 
2008 hurrcane season. If  nstead one accepts 0.0 for the FD10 for 2003 for both N4/5 and NUSLFH, 
then one expects no category 4 or 5 storms and three or fewer hurrcanes to strke the U.S. coastlne 
durng the 2008 hurrcane season. (A value of 0.0 has occurred 44% of the tme for N4/5 and 48% 
of the tme for NUSLFH.)
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Fgure 4.  Varaton of the yearly first dfference of 10-yr movng averages for (a) N4/5 
 and (b) NUSLFH. Also shown are the dstrbuton of first dfference values 
 and the first dfference value (and standard devaton) for values snce 1990.
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3.  DIsCUssIoN AND sUMMARY
Examned n ths study were the statstcal aspects of the North Atlantc basn tropcal cyclones 
for the past 63 seasons (1945 – 2007), an nterval consdered the most relably determned because of 
routne arcraft reconnassance and contnuous satellte vewng. In partcular, both yearly values 
and 10-yr movng averages were ascertaned, and the effects of ENSO on them were descrbed. 
Last, estmates of the expected tropcal cyclone actvty for the current season were gven, based on 
expected trends n the 10-yr movng averages.
For 1945 – 2007, the mean number of tropcal cyclones formng n the North Atlantc basn 
measured 10.7, havng a standard devaton of 3.9 and rangng between 4 (n 1982) and 28 (n 2005). 
Thus, presumng a normal dstrbuton and no trendng, the 90% predcton nterval s 10.7 ± 6.5, 
whch suggests only a 5% chance that 18 or more storms should be expected durng any gven season. 
In fact, 18 or more storms have occurred on only three occasons (whch happen to be 5% of the 
samples): 1969 (18), 1995 (19), and 2005 (28).
Because the 10-yr movng average of the number of tropcal cyclones has been trendng 
upward snce 1990, t s apparent that the number of tropcal cyclones snce 1995 has ncreased 
markedly. Indeed, the mean number of tropcal cyclones post-1995 measures 14.8, havng a standard 
devaton of 4.9 and rangng between 8 (1997) and 28 (2005). The 90% predcton nterval post-1995 
s 14.8 ± 8.7, whch suggests only a 5% chance that 24 or more storms should be expected durng 
the post-1995 era (also, there s only a 5% chance that fewer than 6 storms should be expected dur-
ng the post-1995 era). Compared to the pre-1995 era, on average, about five addtonal storms per 
season have occurred durng the post-1995 era. The dfference n means (14.8 vs. 9.6) s statstcally 
mportant at < 0.1% level of sgnficance (that s, greater than the 99.9 % cl). Hence, t appears that 
snce 1995, the lkelhood of enhanced tropcal cyclone actvty n the North Atlantc basn has sub-
stantally ncreased.
Lkewse, t s qute apparent that non-EN-related seasons tend to be more actve than EN-
related seasons, especally f  the season s deemed LN-related. On average, based on the 17 pror 
EN-related seasons snce 1950 (determned by the ONI), durng an EN-related season one expects 
about 9 tropcal cyclones, havng a standard devaton of 3.4 and rangng between 6 and 18, thus 
yeldng the 90% predcton nterval of 9 ± 5.9. For LN-related seasons (18 snce 1950), on average 
one expects 11.6 tropcal cyclones, havng a standard devaton of 3.3 and rangng between 4 and 19, 
thus yeldng the 90% predcton nterval of 11.6 ± 5.7. The dfference n means (LN vs. EN) s stats-
tcally mportant at the 5% level of sgnficance (95% cl). The dfference n means between LN-related 
seasons and ENSO-neutral seasons s not statstcally mportant.
Presently, a formerly strong LN, whch began n September 2007, contnues as a weak LN 
(through early 2008). Because strong LN events, on average (snce 1950), persst about 29 mo (rang-
ng n duraton between 13 and 36 mo), t seems hghly lkely that the 2008 hurrcane season wll be 
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a non-EN-related season (ether an LN-related season or possbly an ENSO-neutral season). Hence, 
one should expect greater-than-average frequency of tropcal cyclones ths hurrcane season.
Supportng ths vew s the fact that the trend n the 10-yr movng average has rsen from 9.5 
n 1990 to 14.9 n 2002, and the first dfference n 10-yr movng average value has been postve (>0.0) 
snce 1989, averagng about 0.4 (rangng between 0.1 and 0.9) snce 1990. Hence, one expects the 
10-yr movng average for 2003 to be 15 or hgher. Presumng the 10-yr movng average wll be exactly 
15, the number of tropcal cyclones expected n 2008 would be 10. Should the 10-yr movng average 
be 15.3 (reflectng the average ncrease of 0.4 snce 1990), the number of tropcal cyclones expected 
n 2008 wll be 16. Only 6 of 52 first dfferences have been >0.4, all except one havng occurred snce 
1990. So, t appears hghly lkely that the expected first dfference for 2002 wll be postve and that 
the 10-yr movng average wll be greater than 15 for 2003, suggestng that one should expect more 
than the average number of tropcal cyclones durng the present season. (Frst dfferences tend to 
cluster about a value of 0.0, rangng from – 0.4 to 0.9, wth 11.5% beng of value >0.4. For 69%, the 
values are ± 0.2.) 
Table 7 summarzes the expected frequency of occurrences for selected groupngs of tropcal 
cyclones for the 2008 hurrcane season, based on the statstcs of the North Atlantc basn tropcal 
cyclone record for 1945 – 2007. Recall that the CSU team4 predcts that the 2008 hurrcane season wll 
see 15 tropcal cyclones, 8 hurrcanes, and 4 major hurrcanes. The offical NOAA outlook5 calls for 
12 – 16 tropcal cyclones, 6 – 9 hurrcanes, and 2 – 5 major hurrcanes. The TSR team6 predcts about 
11 –19 tropcal cyclones, 5 – 11 hurrcanes, and 2 – 5 major hurrcanes. Comparson of these values 
wth those of table 7 reveals that all of these predctons essentally reflect mean post-1995 behavor. 
Thus, gven that the 2008 hurrcane season s one that s post-1995 and n all lkelhood a non-EN-
related season (see the appendx), above-average frequences of occurrence should be expected for 
the current hurrcane season. 
Table 8 gves the decadal means, standard devatons, and ranges for each subgroupng of 
tropcal cyclone actvty. As an example, the decade of 1950 – 1959 averaged 10.4 tropcal cyclones, 
havng a standard devaton of 2.3 and rangng between 7 and 14 storms per season; t averaged 6.9 
hurrcanes, havng a standard devaton of 2.3 and rangng between 3 and 11; and so forth. Compared 
to the 2000 – 2007 partal decade, none of the mean decadal rates are statstcally dfferent except the 
ones for NTC. For the partal decade of 2000 – 2007, NTC averages 15.8 tropcal cyclones, havng 
a standard devaton of 5.3 and rangng between 10 and 28. The dfference n means s statstcally 
mportant at the 0.2 % level of sgnficance (98 % cl).  Comparng the partal decade of 2000 – 2007 
wth the decade of the 1970s (or the 1960s or 1980s), one finds that all mean decadal rates are stats-
tcally dfferent except the one for NUSLFH. Thus, the current epoch of tropcal cyclone actvty s 
statstcally more actve than the decades of the 1960s – 1980s (less actve), and smlar to the decade 
of the 1950s (wth the lone excepton of NTC, wth about five addtonal tropcal cyclones, on aver-
age, than n the 1950s). The number of U.S. land-fallng hurrcanes has remaned relatvely constant 
for the past 5+ decades.
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Table 7.  Summary of expected frequency of occurrences for selected 
 groupngs of tropcal cyclones for the 2008 hurrcane season.
Parameter NTC NH NMH N4/5 NUSLFH
mean (1945–2007)
range (1945–2007)
mean (LN-related season)
range (LN-related season)
mean (post-1995)
range (post-1995)
FD = mean post-1990
FD = 0.0
10.7
4–28
11.6
4–19
14.8
8–28
16
8
6.1
2–15
6.8
3–11
8.0
3–15
12
8
2.7
0–7
3.2
1–8
3.9
1–7
7
3
1.4
0–5
1.9
0–5
2.3
0–5
2
0
1.7
0–6
1.8
0–4
2.1
0–6
5
3 
Table 8.  Decadal statstcs of North Atlantc basn tropcal cyclones.
Decade NTC NH NMH N4/5 NUSLFH AT*
1950–1959
1960–1969
1970–1979
1980–1989
1990–1999
2000–2007
10.4,2.3,7–14
9.5,3.7,5–18
9.5,2.2,7–13
9.3,3.2,4–13
11.0,4.0,7–19
15.8,5.3,10–28
6.9,2.3,3–11
6.2,2.6.3–12
5.0,1.1,3–6
5.3,2.3,2–9
6.4,3.1,3–11
7.9,3.4,4–15
3.9,2.1,2–8
2.8,2.4,0–7
1.6,0.8,0–3
1.7,1.1,0–3
2.5,2.1,0–6
3.6,1.9,2–7
1.7,0.8,1–3
1.5,1.4,0–4
0.8,0.8,0–2
1.0,0.9,0–3
1.4,1.6,0–5
2.3,1.6,0–5
1.9,1.2,0–3
1.5,1.1,0–4
1.2,1.0,0–3
1.6,1.8,0–6
1.4,1.1,0–3
2.0,2.6,0–6
9.43,0.44,8.81–10.20
9.17,0.36,8.57–9.58
9.15,0.42,8.35–9.72
9.28,0.47,8.57–10.07
9.75,0.44,9.22–10.32
10.15,0.31,9.57–10.59
Note:  The three sets of numbers given for each grouping are the mean, standard deviation, and range, respectively.
 * Armagh Observatory, Northern Ireland, surface air mean temperature in degrees C (calibrated data 2004; provisional 
  data 2005–2007) 
Included n table 8 s the decadal mean surface ar temperature at Armagh Observatory, 
Northern Ireland (AT), to show the effects of global warmng. Durng the 1950s the average AT 
measured about 9.4 °C. The decadal average declned n the 1960s and 1970s before ncreasng n 
the 1980s and 1990s. In the partal decade of 2000 – 2007, the average temperature reached about 
10.2 °C. A comparson of the behavors of the decadal means of the tropcal cyclone groupngs wth 
the AT behavor shows strong smlarty, suggestng a close assocaton between them. 
Fgure 5 dsplays a vsual depcton of the mean decadal behavors presented n table 8. Notce 
that the less actve 1960s and 1970s seem to be assocated wth a coolng n temperature, whle the 
1950s and 1980s onward seem to be assocated wth a long-term warmng n temperature. Table 9 
gves the correlatve results comparng tropcal cyclone decadal means aganst AT decadal means. 
For NTC there s a very strong statstcal correlaton (r	= 0.94 at > 99 % cl) aganst temperature, one 
that explans nearly 90 % of ts varance; for NH, there s a strong statstcal correlaton (r	= 0.83 
at >95 % cl) aganst temperature, one that explans more than two-thrds of ts varance. Statst-
cally mportant nferred correlatons, however, are lackng for NMH, N4/5 (the nferred correlaton,	
r	= 0.80, s only of margnally statstcal strength, cl >90 %), and NUSLFH. Some other factor(s), 
therefore, must also be at work, most lkely wnd shear assocated wth the ENSO events.
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Fgure 5.  Decadal varaton of (a) (NTC, NH, NMH, N4/5), and (b) (AT, NUSLFH).
 Table 9.  Correlatve results based on the decadal statstcs 
 of numbers of tropcal cyclones, hurrcanes, major 
 hurrcanes, category 4/5 hurrcanes, and U.S. land-fallng 
 hurrcanes vs. Armagh temperature.
Statistic NTC NH NMH N4/5 NUSLFH
r
rxr
a
b
se
cl
0.936
0.876
– 45.234
5.918
0.966
>99%
0.832
0.691
–15.064
2.250
0.649
>95%
0.549
0.301
–9.927
1.329
0.888
<90%
0.798
0.637
– 8.823
1.083
0.349
>90%
0.609
0.371
–2.867
0.471
0.260
<90%
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In concluson, ths study supports the prevous predctons proffered by the CSU, NOAA, 
and TSR teams callng for a contnued ncreased actvty durng the 2008 hurrcane season. The 
2008 season s a post-1995 season that also wll be non-EN-related, both condtons ndcatve of 
ncreased actvty n the North Atlantc basn durng the current epoch of actvty, especally when 
coupled wth contnued global warmng. Presumng first dfferences comparable to the post-1990 
means, one should expect about 16 tropcal cyclones to form n the North Atlantc basn, ncludng 
12 hurrcanes and 7 major hurrcanes, of whch 2 should attan category 4 or 5. Whle the long-term 
average s about two hurrcanes strkng the U.S. coastlne, as many as sx have struck n a sngle 
season. One antcpates that as many as five could strke f  the first dfference n the 10-yr movng 
average NUSLFH s ndeed comparable to the post-1990 mean first dfference.
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APPENDIX—El NIÑo-RElATED AND NoN-El NIÑo-RElATED sEAsoNs
Accordng to the runnng 3-mo ONI, an El Nño s sad to occur when five consecutve 
monthly values at or above the threshold of a +0.5 °C SST anomaly are seen. For ths study, a hur-
rcane season (June – November) s desgnated El Nño-related (ENR) when at least 3 consecutve 
months durng the hurrcane season have been dentfied as beng an El Nño by ONI. Otherwse, the 
season s termed non-El Nño-related (NENR). Of the precedng 58 hurrcane seasons (1950 – 2007), 
there have been 17 ENR seasons and 41 NENR seasons.
Table 10 gves the frequences of occurrence of ENR and NENR seasons based on a sngle 
queston (event): Is ONI ≥ 0.5 SST anomaly durng the month of nterest? Hence, the table provdes 
a means whereby one can determne on a monthly bass the lkelhood that a hurrcane season wll be 
ENR or NENR from early-year ONI values. As an example, January 2008 has a value of ONI = –1.5. 
Hence, the answer to the queston s “no.” Of the 40 past January ONI values that answered “no,” 26 
(65%) had followng hurrcane seasons that were descrbed as NENR. A contnued “no” answer n 
February ncreases the percentage to 70%, and ncreases t further to 82% n June. So, t seems very 
lkely that the 2008 hurrcane season wll be NENR. 
Table 10.  Frequences of occurrence of ENR seasons and NENR seasons 
 based on monthly runnng 3-mo ONI averages.
Event: Is ONI >/= 0.5 SST anomaly during month of interest?
Decision Month ENR-Season (17) NENR-Season (41) Total (58)
YES 01
02
03
04
05
06
All
3
4
2
4
9
9
31
15
10
9
7
7
4
52
18
14
11
11
16
13
83
NO 01
02
03
04
05
06
All
Total
14
13
15
13
8
8
71
102
26
31
32
34
34
37
194
246
40
44
47
47
42
45
265
348
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